
In 2020, ATD was pleased to have 81 champions of learning (58 companies and 23 ATD chapters) 

that celebrated ATD Employee Learning Week. In a year like 2020, it was remarkable to see their efforts 

to promote the value and importance of workplace learning. 

Read about their various activities to celebrate ELW in this summary:

Advance Local started a monthly video series called

AdvanceTalks to leverage the knowledge of their sales teams

across local media groups. The series highlights tips, tricks,

and strategies throughout the organization and empowers

employeesto meet their peers across the country.

B1BANK’s talent development team created a Rise 360 course

with daily activities and learning resources for all employees

to access on their own time, promoted through internal

communications. The week was themed Enhancing Your

Vision for Success and concluded with a virtual graduation

ceremony for the company’s Leadership Development

Program participants.

Centers for Disease Control’s program reintroduced the CDC

University (CDCU) and the organization’s pivot to virtual

learning, and the theme included messaging related to the

need to participate in workplace learning to create career

adaptability and progression. There were five key messages

and relevant content from their EBSCO repository.

Chicago Transit Authority’s (CTA) training and workforce

development department offered three learning experiences

for employees: a virtual lunch and learn on leading and

motivating remote teams; a virtual goal-setting extravaganza

for 2021; and a virtual thank-you event to show gratitude to

employees for learning in 2020. CTA also crowned the

learning champions for the year (individuals and the

department who attended the most trainings).

Cision held their Learning at Work Week over three

consecutive weeks in June 2020. The program leveraged

Cision’s diverse, internal talent to facilitate peer-to-peer

learning with employees and senior leaders. As the second

year celebrating ELW, Cision was able to host 17 sessions with

1,054 registrations and 882 in attendance. Despite a hard

year, Cision wanted to celebrate ELW to give employees the

opportunity to present their expertise to their peers, help them

grow as leaders, and unite the team on an organizational level.

Champions of Learning

ORGANIZATIONS

AFAQ arranged learning competitions among its departments

and share learning opportunities with its employees

throughout the competition.

The City of Detroit hosted three days of virtual work-life

balance sessions presented by external facilitators and

partners, including a program completion ceremony of in-

house certification programs and a virtual college fair for its

employees. In its sixth year celebrating ELW, the organization

highlighted the importance of personal and professional

development in this shift to remote work.

Converging Solutions celebrated ELW to emphasize the

importance of the work the company does for its clients, 

and as a challenge to raise the bar in the level of service 

the company provides. The company used the week to 

discuss employee personal development plans and serve 

a specific and diverse set of professional development 

content to employees.



Delta Community Credit Union (DCCU) used ELW to

showcase their HR mini-series for leadership rollout. 

The mini-series included several microlearning webinars that

focused on various HR topics that leaders throughout DCCU

would benefit from, and they created a Resources for

Development page published in the LMS for all employees 

to access various information about learning and develop-

ment tools and resources. Training, developing, and learning 

are always top-of-mind at DCCU, from the executive

leadership down.

Edify Labs’ ELW celebration focused on teaching employees

how to use the company’s Huddle platform through core

gamification principles with a dedicated intranet page, daily

learning spotlights to showcase resources, interactive “Huddle

hunts” to earn points with trivia, and virtual kudos to team

members. Ninety-eight percent of the company participated in

performance review training, intranet traffic increased 300

percent, and one-third of respondents reported they can now

perform seven out of the nine key product behaviors targeted

in ELW programming.

Fulton Bank’s Center for Learning & Talent Development

(CLTD) invited employees to take a learning journey using

pre-planned learning itineraries or self-guided resources.

Following a vacation theme, learning events included a five-

minute professional development video, a financial education

learning series, tools and resources, and an interactive learning

travel brochure with guided resources for six destinations.

Thirty-four employees launched and completed online courses

throughout the week, and all employees were introduced to

the wide variety of learning opportunities Fulton Bank offers.

EPAM Systems hosted a global ELW themed Learn for

Wellbeing and offered more than 200 virtual sessions

promoting five pillars of wellbeing: connect, get active,

be mindful, keep learning, and give to others. Ten thousand

employees from 30 countries participated in global and local

webinars, panel discussions, workshops, master classes,

challenges, and social media campaigns via EPAM’s

digital community and events platform.

Georgia Department of Community Health celebrated ELW

with daily emails promoting the value of workplace learning by

offering employees an opportunity to learn about how to

achieve work-life balance with focuses on movement,

relaxation, nutrition, mindfulness, and connection. The

company used its LMS to show more information on those

topics, videos, games, resources, article and book suggestions,

e-learning via DCH Academy, and team challenge ideas.

Heritage Crystal Clean’s training and development team sent

out a daily email during ELW that focused on a learning tip of

the day and a profile highlighting the employee who submitted

the learning tip. Learning tips were about what employees do

during the day to overcome challenges, work more effectively,

and support their personal and professional growth.

El Tigi Consulting was an Employee Learning Awareness

sponsor with ATD Central New York Chapter and worked

with clients to initiate a company learning initiative to

build project management capacity in the organization and

started a project management office and town meetings.

Equifax developed an internal website highlighting some of the

employee learning resources available to all employees,

including self-paced courses with badges to display

employees’ efforts. The website spread awareness of growth

opportunities and was met with enthusiasm.

Exact Sciences Laboratories promoted the value of workplace

learning with daily engagement activities focused on learning

styles, learning mindsets, understanding remote learning

techniques, and promoting organizational growth and

development opportunities.

Fairfield Medical Center did not offer specific programming 

for ELW due to the pandemic, but the organization saw

increased participation in elective courses and the

organization added two Gallup-Certified strengths coaches 

in the last year because of previous efforts.



Holiday Retirement pivoted to 100 percent virtual sessions 

for ELW in 2020, and as a result, they were able to offer that

learning to more than 8,000 associates across the United

States. The company offered five program tracks focused on:

communication, growth and development, wellness, and

leadership development. This year’s ELW celebrations helped

associates better understand the company’s LMS courses 

are not just compliance or job-specific courses. As a result 

of their efforts, self-enrolled development course completion

within their LMS increased by 174 percent year-over-year 

in December.

Independence Blue Cross demonstrated the company’s

commitment to professional development by having the

corporate learning organization, Independence University,

offer a weeklong series of live virtual sessions from its

enterprise and business learning academies. Employees took

advantage of on-demand virtual training from LinkedIn

Learning and getAbstract. Their ELW efforts were 12 vILT

classes taught, 920 learner course completions, and 920

learner hours in completed sessions. ELW communication

viewership was up compared to last year, showing an

increase in employee interest and engagement.

Livingston International created a gameboard with various

challenges for employees to learn new skills, improve well-

being, and increase knowledge checks in a fun way. It also

offered Chat With a Leader sessions for employees to get to

know senior leaders better and created a culture of

engagement workshops. In addition, the company introduced

new partnerships with OpenSesame and FranklinCovey to

offer more development resources in 2021. Throughout the

week, employees were encouraged to recognize others with 

a “celebrate learning award” to people who helped them

develop and learn new skills, resulting in more than 350

awards in one week.

Home Bank used its LMS to share resources on goal setting,

curated a learning and development book list, shared the

strategic plans for the talent development department, and

hosted a race to learning (a competition to complete annual

compliance). The company had more than 100 people actively

engaged with the LMS learning activities, and there were 

50 to 100 people who finished their end-of-the-year

required compliance module.

IBM Systems celebrates ELW all year long, including two

dedicated days each quarter for sellers to focus on skill

development activity. The IBM Systems sales organization

launched the IBM Virtual Collaborator learning program 

and badge in 2020 to adapt learning programs to the

pandemic and empower employees to deliver on their

business expectations.

James G. Davis Construction Corporation has celebrated 

ELW since 2007. In 2020, the company offered seven live

webinars throughout the week, including a virtual jobsite tour

of one of its building projects. Nearly 400 employees

participated. In addition, employees received daily emails

highlighting education initiatives they can participate in

throughout the year.

Learning Services & Solutions celebrated ELW by reviewing

individual development plans and planned 2021 projects and

learning increase employee engagement and help employees

reach their personal and professional goals.

LHCM Solutions was an ATD Central New York Chapter

Employee Learning Awareness sponsor and created

awareness of learning, promoted learning opportunities,

recognized learning achievements, and showed the impact 

of learning to highlight the important connection between

learning and achieving results.

Medtronic is hosting its annual program, Grow Your Career

Week, in March 2021, which will be focused on skill building 

in five areas: Be Resilient, Be Agile, Be Better, Be Inclusive, and

Be Balanced. The weeklong event includes keynotes, panels,

podcasts, self-directed learning, videos, and workshops and is

scalable to the company’s 90,000 employees.



Mississippi Community College Board’s (MCCB) division of

human resources and division of e-learning and instructional

technology showcased many online training sessions available

to staff, hosted two online training events, and introduced two

new internally produced training videos to support the work

functions of its staff through an email announcing ELW and

daily social media posts. MCCB also announced the

selected participants of its new, intensive internal training

program called ExCEL, which stands for Expanding Capacity

for Effectiveness & Leadership.

National Grid was an ATD Central New York Chapter

Employee Learning Awareness Gold sponsor and hosted Gas

Development Week with sessions emphasizing the

importance of and providing information about individual

development along with the opportunity to hear about the

experiences and development of senior leaders. They also

moved engineering courses online and hosted water cooler

sessions on a variety of topics for Women in Networks.

Mohawk Valley Community College helped employees

advance their learning opportunities by offering a range of

corporate courses, worked with various companies to

customize specific courses to meet the needs of their

workforce, and partnered with employers to create

apprenticeship opportunities.

NBT Bank highlighted some of the newer tools made available

to employees in being in a virtual environment, with different

topics highlighted daily. Each day, NBT challenged employees

with an activity and there was a drawing on the last day

for everyone who participated.

NorthWest Arkansas Community College (NWACC)

celebrated ELW for the first time in 2020. The program was

an email and PR campaign offering learning opportunities from

the workforce and economic division to all faculty and staff

across campus, spotlighting non-credit programs and

trainings that normally aren’t seen by faculty. This included

AWS academy educator opportunities and other professional

development courses. Having a specific week focused on

NWACC’s internal workplace learning gave them the

opportunity to learn and grow as a community of educators.

Old Dominion University (ODU) hosted self-directed learning

opportunities during ELW to give employees multiple ways to

learn at their own convenience. Each day had a specific theme

and was featured in the University Daily Announcements,

ODU HR social media, and in the ODU department of human

resources email each day of ELW.

OneGroup was an ATD Central New York Chapter 

Employee Learning Awareness Gold sponsor and recorded a

video  giving employees kudos for all their hard work and

dedication. The video showcased a large bowl of candy with

each piece of candy representing one hour of completed

training and development in 2020; employees could guess

how many pieces were in the candy bowl for a chance to win 

a prize pack.

Oneida Nation Enterprises highlighted four videos created by

the company for American Indian Month. They pushed daily

announcements companywide to feature each video, and the

videos were made available on digital boards that employees

had access to at multiple sites and online.

Orange Coast College hosted two live webinars and daily

employee communications with professional development

(PD) resources. The webinars focused on technology,

learning and motivation, and equity for student success. 

The final message of the week was, “Starting anything is the

toughest, and the PD office team is here to support you and

your team.”



Raining Rose celebrated ELW for the first time this year with

various options for employees to participate in fun, meaningful

ways. Employees were encouraged to tell their supervisor one

thing they wanted to learn or improve upon in 2021, attended

a training or watch a TED Talk, identify their purpose, and

enter to win a prize by naming one thing they learned at the

company in 2020 and one thing they wanted to learn in 2021.

Through these activities, the company embodied their core

value—evolve—by reflecting on what employees learned in

2020 and creating accountability in sharing their 2021

learning goals.

Quest Diagnostics celebrated ELW for the first time this year

with 23 webinars on topics ranging from Zoom Best Practices

to Communication: Delivering Information Meaningfully. The

company sent a daily newsletter with tips from career

development and a daily video from a member of the senior

leadership team. The theme was Level Up Your Skills, and the

focus was on preparing to move into 2021 with a positive

mindset, well-established goals, and a shared, renewed

purpose to drive toward the organization’s success. Quest

achieved 18 hours of training with 1,529 registrations out of an

employee population of 350 people.

Pierce County was able to secure a proclamation from the

county executive declaring December 7–11 Employee Learning

Week. The organization also hosted a lunch & learn with 70

attendees and recognized the organization’s top learners in

2020 with certificates and a book giveaway. Employees

viewed 250 LinkedIn Learning courses throughout the week.
Primerica hosted a webinar, gamification activities, and

informational videos to demonstrate the benefits of continued

learning. The goal was to drive more traffic to their LMS site

and showcase how important it is for professional

development to increase job knowledge and career

advancement. Progressive Insurance celebrated ELW by supporting

leadership development and working with internal business

areas’ HR process organizations to highlight new courses,

self-directed learning opportunities, leader-delivered

workshops, micro-courses, and more. Throughout the year,

they informed HR business partners with a bi-monthly

newsletter and bi-weekly update calls, as well as kept the

internal site updated with relevant learning content for HR and

leaders to leverage to develop themselves and their teams.

Orrstown Bank celebrated ELW by sending out daily

communications with resources and tools about teamwork,

motivation, the Orrstown client experience, communication,

and emotional intelligence.

Rock Central hosted a week-long celebration including an

executive leader virtual meet and greet, a learning leader

fireside chat, daily virtual learning sessions, team gear mailed

to team members, and daily themes with Zoom backgrounds

provided to everyone. The themes allowed for connection and

community within the organization, and executive leaders

shared how team member growth propels the organization

closer to achieving its business goals.

Rice University’s ELW was themed Becoming a Champion at

Self-Directed Learning, and it offered four one-hour sessions

throughout the week about: managing your mindset,

identifying your gaps and opportunities, becoming an

intentional self-directed learner, and engaging and

collaborating with others. They leveraged different learning

modalities (formal, social, experiential) to emphasize the

importance of thinking broadly about the process of learning

and making it stick.

Rotary International’s ELW celebration had all six of its global

offices participate in a week-long learning program, offering

more than 40 learning opportunities on a variety of topics,

including the power of trust with executive management,

finance, IT, foreign language classes, conflict resolution, and

more. Rotary used ELW to kickstart its upcoming professional

development course offerings for each calendar year. This was

the first year all of Rotary’s staff were taking classes together

given the virtual environment.



The Port of Virginia’s ELW 2020 program sought to virtually

engage and promote learning opportunities and connect

colleagues across the organization to learn about each other’s

roles and collaboration. There were daily communications

throughout the week that featured virtual workforce Q&A

sessions with colleagues in various departments and self-

paced learning in its LMS. The week started with an

introductory video to employees from the CHRO. In its 

second year celebrating ELW, the company found a 10

percent increase in participation over last year, with 73

registrations for the events and 18 departments that 

presented 15-minute sessions.

The Bancorp provided a mix of synchronous and on-demand

experiences on a variety of topics. The goal of celebrating

ELW was to reinvigorate the community by facilitating

employee connections and to demonstrate the value of

ongoing professional development through skill improvement.

The company hosted 11 vILT sessions, two daily contests and

a leaderboard, and 15 daily updates through the ELW site,

including five-minute skills, try-it-out activities, and brain

breaks. The site captured 1,810 visits during the week, 327

participants joined synchronous offerings, and 108 entries

were made in the daily raffle.

Signet Jewelers offered nine virtual sessions where team

members from every level of the organization had the

opportunity to grow and develop their skills. Topics

included working remotely, personal growth, diversity,

leadership, and goal achievement. Through these efforts, 

the company hosted 238 unique team members in sessions,

including offering virtual training to two new audiences: its

support center and field organizations.

SxD Solutions promoted the role of organizational design in

creating environments where openness, sharing, collaboration,

and connection can thrive. During ELW, the company shared

ideas and approaches daily on social media platforms and its

blog, The Simple Shift. It also had two different events on the

70-20-10 principle and social learning as performance

support, and helped Vera House revamp its onboarding and

orientation to a more successful and sustainable virtual

offering throughout the year.

United Allergy Services (UAS) celebrated ELW with daily

communication about new and existing talent development

opportunities across the organization. UAS launched

new courses that aligned with core competencies of learners’

roles while highlighting the extensive offering of synchronous

and asynchronous learning options as the company

transitioned to all virtual learning in 2020. UAS also

recognized the accomplishments of key team members

focused on employee training and development. There was a

38 percent increase in LMS course enrollment in the 45 days

following ELW, and a 19 percent increase in user subscription

engagement in an online peer-learning site.

Suburban Propane developed strategies and deployed an

enhanced solution to address COVID-19 challenges for their

new hire training session throughout the year. Their efforts

allowed an increased capacity with the use of a second room,

cameras, phones, and Zoom.

TrainingPros used ELW to remind every employee to take

time for their own learning and to celebrate the company’s

learning culture. Every employee was encouraged to take

four paid hours for self-directed learning, and the company

unlocked training courses on LinkedIn Learning, and offered

daily promotions of ELW on social media.

TRUE Community Credit Union ran the LinkedIn Learning 12

days of learning challenge for staff about topics ranging from

personal to professional development. In doing so, TRUE was

able to highlight their new LMS and integration with LinkedIn

Learning and offer shorter, manageable ways to learn after an

intense year.



United Kronos Group (UKG) offered each of its ELW

programs virtually, in the employee’s time zone, and

appropriate for all employees to provide a backdrop

of support and reinforcement of diversity, inclusion, and

belonging. UKG C-level employees provided a short video and

quote about learning to promote the value of workplace

learning from the top down. ELW confirmed its commitment

to learning for the legacy Ultimate Software employees and

introduced a strong culture of learning to legacy Kronos

employees. All employees were able to use the organization’s

new intranet to explore resources.

University of New Mexico (Project Echo) offered employees

self-directed individual activities, informal chats on their Slack

learning channel, and conversations through Zoom throughout

the week. The university used ELW to afford 

staff learning opportunities to relax, rejuvenate, and reconnect

on what’s important after a difficult year and adjusting to

remote work

Virtusa Corporation celebrated ELW for the fourth time in

2020. It was themed Learnathon 2.0 – Choose to Learn, which

reiterated the importance of continuous learning. Virtusa

rolled out 245 learning offerings (vILT and self-paced)

throughout the week that 3,514 learners across the world

participated in, resulting in 7,543 hours of learning (averaging

1,500 learning hours per day). The company used Yammer to

share offerings and build Virtusa’s global learner community.

VW Credit launched a Microsoft Teams site with daily live

sessions on taking charge of your learning, leaders and

learning, and best practices for creating effective career

development. The team also held open office hours and

played

educational games to reinforce the learning covered that

week. They will use the Teams site for continuing the career

development discussion in future activities.

Ann Arbor ATD held a member-only Learning Lunch Break

event to facilitate informal conversation between members to

share what they’re working on and if they’re facing any

challenges. Members could then network and problem-solve

with their peers to address those challenges. The event gave

new members a chance to ask for help, and seasoned

professionals the space to provide it an in informal,

practical, and powerful way.

Vinciguerra Consulting Group focused its energy this year on

responding to clients with a dynamic, self-paced e-learning

platform that showcases its commitment to continuous and

unending improvement. The company was able to synthesize

its most popular requests for leadership programmed into a

full-fledged e-learning modality for their employees.

CHAPTERS

ATD Baton Rouge created a menu of offerings for its members

and each day highlighted an ATD webcast, encouraged

members to use the learning plan in the Talent Development

Capability Model, and presented the 2020 scholarship winner

at the chapter meeting.



ATD Detroit had two main events: the ELW virtual learning

solutions showcase, with presentations from four companies

about how they used virtual training to cope with the

challenges posed by the pandemic, and a lunch & learn

informal networking event where members could reflect 

on their work in 2020 and end the year in a positive and

meaningful way. Both programs emphasized the need to be

aware of the latest trends and technologies to adjust to the

current work environment as lifelong learners.

ATD Long Island hosted a virtual scavenger hunt across the

chapter’s social media channels to build awareness about 

the benefits of an ATD Long Island membership to local 

talent development leaders. Each day the scavenger hunt

highlighted different values and benefits of workplace learning,

and the winner received a Power Membership to ATD Long

Island and ATD. The chapter reached 2,000 local TD leaders

and built followers for the chapter’s newly launched 

Instagram account.

Central Iowa hosted the virtual session Diversity and

Inclusion: Impact of Culture on Recruitment and Retention

that featured Dr. Anthony Ferguson. The session covered how

culture affects recruitment and retention and best practices

for recruiting and retaining a diverse and inclusive workforce.

In its marketing, the chapter tied the event to three

capabilities in the Talent Development Capability Model:

cultural awareness and inclusion, organization development

and culture, and talent strategy and management.

ATD Tulsa hosted two events: a webinar entitled Meeting

Your Needs for the Future of Work – ATD Talent

Development Capability Model with ATD’s director of

credentialing, Morgean Hirt; and the chapter’s annual trainer

throwdown, during which three individuals each had six

minutes to demonstrate their best tips and tricks to compete

for an ATD Professional Plus membership.

ATD Buffalo Niagara curated programs to meet the mental

health needs of its members through webinar programs,

including psychological safety and imposter syndrome.

The week ended with a special Coffee Connections event to

discuss the concerns of members and further the learning

from the two webinars.

Central Indiana hosted a two-part workshop on Design

Thinking: From Theory to Application, which was facilitated by

Keith Keating. The event was free to ATD-CIC members and a

nominal cost for non-members. In the workshop, attendees

learned about design thinking and how to apply it in learning

and development.

ATD Houston hosted a week of virtual event that was focused

on increasing engagement through storytelling and skills for

success in career development. Speakers included Monica

Cornetti, Sharon Goza, and Elaine Biech. The chapter also

hosted a fundraiser to support the Houston Food Bank.

ATD Pittsburgh promoted ELW to its members on social

media, its website, and via email. The chapter partnered with

NAAAHR for a virtual session on leadership and courage that

was facilitated by Dana Wheatley Smith, the chapter’s vice

president and national liaison.

ATD Chattanooga offered two workshops during ELW: Flip

the Script: Concept Clarity with speaker Matt Ley and Framing

for Relevance: How to Design for Skill Transfer with speaker

Monica Newell.

Central Massachusetts hosted a Sharing Our Best of 2020: An

Evening to Stay Connected event to share noteworthy learning

and attendees’ proudest accomplishments of 2020 in an

informal and meaningful way to share learnings from the year.



Metro DC hosted a virtual conference themed Be a Change

Agent for its members to promote a culture of learning and

encourage attendees to think about how they can best

support their organizations in 2021. The conference connected

speakers from across the country with local attendees through

live and prerecorded breakout sessions. General sessions

focused on networking and building community rounded out

the experience.

San Antonio held its first e-learning throwdown, calling on

motivated and talented individuals to showcase their digital

design and online learning skills for projects they completed in

2020. The chapter hosted all submissions on their website,

and during ELW, members voted for a winner of the challenge.

The event was a forum for individuals and teams to showcase

their accomplishments with our local learning community and

share best practices.

Central New York (CNY ATD) recognized organizations and

individuals as CNY Champions of Learning for highlighting

employee learning throughout the year, acknowledging

140 organizations and individuals. The chapter also

announced its annual survey to help understand its

constituents and their needs. CNY ATD also promoted the

event on its website, emails, and social media posts.

Central Pennsylvania promoted ELW ahead of time via email

and each day of ELW, the chapter posted a learning tip using

ATD resources on social media. Chapter board members

engaged in discussions on social media wit  members to share

examples and drive conversation.

Central Ohio held a learning leaders forum panel with three

learning leaders from large corporations in the community

who shared their challenges during 2020, what they were

thinking about for 2021, what skills they looked for, and major

outcomes they experienced.

Hawkeye Chapter hosted a free lunch & learn series with four

sessions to showcase the various opportunities available for

professional development through ATD, including the Talent

Development Capability Model and certification, ATD

certificate programs, the APTD, and the CPTD.

Greater Cincinnati hosted a special interest group webinar on

performance management and a webinar on the new Talent

Development Capability Model in partnership with ATD. The

chapter also offered member-discounted training from

MindEdge. All events were well-attended, represented almost

20 percent of the chapter’s active membership.

Lake Superior hosted a free virtual session for its chapter

members and other community members called Learn from

the Training Pros: An Interactive Experience of Sharing and

Learning Best Practices. The chapter encouraged attendees to

share tips, tricks, programs, or training tools to share ahead of

the event.

Puerto Rico hosted a virtual event called Impact of Project

Management in a Multicultural Environment for its members.

The webcast featured Jaime Santiago who discussed

project management from the perspective of talent

management and project management in a multicultural

environment.

Southeastern Virginia (SEVA ATD) offered an activity each

day of ELW, including a “door to learning” home and office

desk contest, creating an individual development plan, tips to

avoid the adult learning slump, microlearning with LinkedIn

Learning, and a virtual holiday social to wrap up the week.



Thank You!

 

 

Mark Your Calendar for 

ATD Employee Learning Week 2021:

Southeastern Wisconsin (SEWI) partnered with the

Milwaukee Chapter of NAAAHR to host an event called

Internships: Getting the Most of the Experience, with the

focus of reaching members with content that benefits all while

increasing reach to a more diverse population of current and

future talent development professionals. Daphne Johnson,

talent acquisition leader, shared her insights on internship

programs and provided guidance on how to apply and secure

an internship. In its marketing, SEWI called out the developing

professional capability topic of ATD’s Talent Development

Capability Model.

#ATDEmployeeLearningWeek


